Duplicated variable region genes account for double isotype expression in a human leukemic B-cell line that gives rise to single isotype-expressing cells.
The SSK41 cell is an immunoglobulin IgM+ human neoplastic B-cell line that switches to IgG+ cells (SSK gamma) spontaneously. We isolated a derivative of SSK41 (SSKWB) that expressed both IgM and IgG. Studies on the Ig heavy chain gene organization have shown that the SSKWB cell had two identical VDJ genes on the same chromosome; one linked to the C mu gene and the other to the C gamma 1 gene, both of which are transcribed to produce mu- and gamma-mRNAs with the same VDJ sequence. We also isolated the two switch variants derived from the SSKWB cell by cell sorter: 1G (IgG+) and 11M (IgM+). The 1G cells contained two populations; one had a similar genetic organization as SSK gamma and expressed only IgG1, and the other carried the same genetic organization as the SSKWB cell but produced aberrantly spliced mu-chain mRNA, in which the hydrophobic signal sequence exon is directly joined to the C mu exon. Te 11M cell deleted the VDJ-C gamma 1 segment of the SSKWB cell and expressed IgM. These results raise the interesting possibility of another mechanism for class switching.